DEFINITIONS

Remedial Reading

- Any specialized reading instruction adjusted to the needs of the students who do not perform satisfactorily with regular reading instruction. Also an specialized reading instruction for students reading considerably below expectancy. *Concise Encyclopedia of Special Education: a reference for the education of the handicapped and other exceptional children and adults, 2nd ed., New York: John Wiley & Sons, 2002, GSL/Ref 371.903 C744 2002, Graduate School Unit, University Library*

- Specialized reading instruction adjusted to the needs of a student who does not perform satisfactorily with regular reading instruction. 2. intensive, specialized reading instruction for students reading considerably below expectancy. 3. Developmental reading instruction set at a different pace, designed for an individual or a selected group. *www.nde.state.ne.us/READ/FRAMEWORK/glossary/general_p-t.html*
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What Are the Criteria for Remedial Reading Programs?
by Sue Heath, Research Ed., Wrightslaw

The site is maintained by Sue Whitney, Research Editor, Wrightslaw. He answers questions about remedial reading and presented topics like reading programs and strategies in making the reading program successful.
This website explains the Duffy method and provides resources for teachers wishing to improve their remedial skills in the reading and spelling of English, and for teachers of English as a second language. The Duffy remedial method for teaching the reading and spelling of English was devised by renowned Sydney cleric Cornelius J. Duffy, D.D., Ph.D, F.A.C.E., O.A. (1902-1986).
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Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Colorado Council of the International Reading Association (18th, Denver, CO, February 7-9, 1985). Full text in PDF format is available in the link.
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